ABSTRACT. Some biorthogonal polynomials of Hahn and (q2;q)(R)(abq2;q)(R)(qz;qZ)(R)(qz-1;q)(R) (aq2;q)(R)(bq;q)(R)(qaz;q)(R)(qbz_;q2)(R) 
le INTRODUCTION
In [9] , Pastro introduced a pair of polynomial sets which are biorthogonal on the unit circle with respect to the weight function f,z(z;q2) (q2;q)(R)(abq2;q)(R)(qz;qZ)(R)(qz-1;q)(R) (aq2;q)(R)(bq;q)(R)(qaz;q)(R)(qbz_;q2)(R) to be. ese polynomials generalize those of key (a b, both real), and Szegfi (a b 0), see [10] . A weit equivalent to z;q) was considered earlier by Hahn [4] in the case of real coefficients.
Throughout this paper we assume that q is real and, for convergence of the infinite products, In Section 3 we show how these yield Pastro's polynomials in the special case a q2,, b
The full result follows by analytic continuation.
Pastro also gave in [9] explicit examples of Laurent orthogonal polynomials, making concrete the earlier work of Jones and Thron [7] in which such "polynomials" were introduced. ( [3] or Ismail and Ruedemann [6] . The natural question is, does this formula of Christoffel have an analogue for biorthogonal polynomials on the unit circle? In Section 4 we show how a trivial modification of the result in [6] yields a result for biorthogonal polynomials, at least for certain cases. Unfortunately, we only allow certain modifications and must assume that certain determinants do not vanish. Actually, this assumption of nonzero determinants is common to biorthogonality (see the work of Baxter [2] For the choice of a -q2, and b -qZ, we have (qz;q2)(R)(qz-;q2)(R) w(z) (q2, z;q2)(R)(q2, lz-;q2)(R) (qz;q), (qz-;q ""J.
The problem now is to evaluate A.,t in general We have r + s zeros in our weight function but A.,t is only a (r + 1) by (r + 1) determinant. We "fill out" A.,t and use the Jacobi-Trudi identity in reverse. (aq2;q2)(R) (be/2;q2),,(qaz;q2)(R)(qbz-;q:)(R),
We get 2.
P"()q"(z) P(z;q2)dO "q- We only have two types of polynomials in the first row of the determinant in (4.1). We consider each separately. Let p,,_ (z) be any polynomial of degree at most n 1. [Note: for the polynomials zt /,,(z) we will use the choice --1 in our proof of (4.3) . Also 
